
The Netherlands embassy, Biofood and Tony’s Chocolonely proudly 
present to you: the first and exclusive screening in Sweden of the 
documentary “The Chocolate Case”. The movie tells the story about a 
couple of young Dutch journalists who have the ambition to end slavery in 
the cocoa chain. This story marks the birth of Tony’s Chocolonely.

Changing the world 
one bar at a time



Tony’s Chocolonely is a big chunky unequally divided chocolate bar from Amsterdam.  
The chocolate bar is not only good-looking, incredibly tasty, but above all has a story to tell.  
An important one – the story that was started by the Dutch journalists. One that you, your best 
friends, your neighbour, your auntie and everybody else should know:
 
Right now, slaves are working on cocoa farms in West Africa. Many of them are children. Tony’s 
Chocolonely exists to change that. Therefore, their mission still today is to make chocolate 100% 
slave-free. Not just their chocolate, but all chocolate worldwide. With incredibly tasty chocolate 
they lead by example and show the world chocolate can be made differently: in taste, packaging 
and the way they treat cocoa farmers. 100% slave-free, fair and transparent.

Thursday, 13 October, 17:00 –  21.00
17:00 Walk-in + light snacks
17:30  Welcome and introduction by Ambassador of the Netherlands Ines Coppoolse  

and Tony’s Chocolonely
17:45 Screening documentary “The Chocolate Case”
19:15 Discussion and Q&A by Tony’s Chocolonely Marketing Manager Pascal van Ham
19:45 Chocolate tasting & drinks
20:15 Close evening

Please RSVP to lina.lanestrand@biofood.se before 30 September. Seats are limited.
Address:  Netherlands Embassy, Götgatan 16A, Stockholm
Please note that presentation of ID is required when visiting the embassy 

About the film
“The Chocolate Case”, the story about a couple of young Dutch journalists who have the 
ambition to end slavery in the cocoa chain. Their journey on the way to a slave-free cocoa world 
starts in 2003 as part of their TV-programme ‘Food Unwrapped’. The documentary shows how 
tough it is to eliminate fundamental errors and injustice in a global system. But it’s not impossible.
With a good sense of humour and strong perseverance, the journalists manage to launch the first 
self-claimed slave-free chocolate bar. 10 years later, the initiative for 100% slave-free chocolate 
has evolved into a movement that is building momentum worldwide, including Sweden.
 
“The Chocolate Case” has been featured nationwide in Dutch cinemas earlier this year and 
received great critiques. In the Netherlands, it is now also available on demand at platforms like 
iTunes. View the official Dutch trailer here. The movie shown at the embassy is spoken in various 
languages and subtitled in English.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKFB2BhZcqo

